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ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

CONTROL AND RESISTANCE: INDENTURED LABOR IN
SURINAME1

Caribbean historiography has focused much attention upon the dominant
socio-economic structure in the area, the plantation. Special emphasis has
been placed on both the techniques used to control the labor force and
the means by which the workers resisted such impositions. Most of this
research has concentrated on slavery. Yet, after its abolition, in many
colonies the plantation continued to dominate the socio-economic land-
scape. In the nineteenth century several types of labor regimes, including
share cropping, wage labor, and indentured servitude, replaced slavery.
In the Dutch colony of Suriname the planters resorted to contracting Asian
immigrants to replace the ex-slaves. Although the composition of the labor
force was changing, coercion still existed.

The purpose of this article is to examine the degree and quality of control
exerted over indentured laborers in Suriname, and especially on its largest
sugar plantation Marienburg during the period 1880-1940. During inden-
tureship control over the contract laborers was exercised not only by the
planters but also by the state. The labor contract specified the rights and
duties of the worker, and government officials intervened when a breach
of contract occurred. How did this judicial system function in Suriname?

This is followed by a discussion of the ways indentured workers opposed
planter domination. Resistance took passive and active forms. The most
frequent way of opposing the planter regime was through acts of non-
cooperation such as 'neglect of duty' or illegal absences. Active resistance
could take place alone or in a group. Could this active resistance, particularly
mass uprisings, be considered as isolated conflicts or as a struggle radically
to change the existing social structure, and how did the authorities react
to such mass unrest?
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2 ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

INTRODUCTION

Marienburg, and its neighboring 'sister' plantation Zoelen, were both
located in the district of Beneden-Commewijne and primarily cultivated
sugar cane. In 1880 the Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij (NHM, the
government-sponsored Dutch Trading Company) purchased Marienburg
and soon it was by far the largest plantation and sugar mill in Suriname.
The number of hectares under cultivation grew steadily from 108 in 1890
to a maximum of 2,600 hectares in 1933. The tons of cane processed rose
accordingly from about 30,000 in 1890 to a top of 190,000 tons in 1932.
The indentured labor force grew from 541 in 1890 to over 3,000 in 1930
(ARA, NHM archives, 1882-1939; on the use of indentured and free labor
see Hoefte, 1987: chapter 6). In addition hundreds of wage laborers were
employed each year. The following table indicates the growth of both
the number of hectares under cultivation and the labor force at Marienburg
from 1890 to 1930.

year

1890
1900
1910
1920
1930

ha cult.

479
904
1086
1174
2223

number immigrants

606
1630
2774
3129
4062

%

68
62
95
92
95

number
other lab.

283
1018
142
290
225

%

32
38
5
8
5

total

889
2648
2916
3419
4287

Source: calculated from Koloniale Verslagen, relevant years

Indentured laborers replaced the ex-slaves after abolition in 1863 and the
end of state supervision ten years later. The planters thought emancipation
to be inevitable but were unprepared to accept the ex-slaves as independent
people disposing of their own time. They were called 'lazy', 'work-shy'
and 'unreliable'. In many Caribbean sugar colonies indentured labor from
Asia, under governmental regulation and subsidy, formed the core of the
labor force after emancipation. Almost two-thirds of these indentured
immigrants were British Indians. Immigration of contract laborers seemed
to be the means to provide Suriname with a new supply of workers and
experiences in the British and French Caribbean suggested that India would
be the most feasible place to recruit a new labor force for the plantations.
Between 1873 and 1917, 34,304 British Indians were imported into Su-
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CONTROL AND RESISTANCE:INDENTURED LABOR IN SURINAME 3

riname. However, these immigrants remained subjects of Great Britain.
Had Indian immigration proceeded at a continuous pace, a considerable
proportion of the Surinamese population would soon have been British,
with the possibility that they could appeal the decisions of the highest
Dutch authority. Of course, this would not enhance the submissiveness
of the labor force, especially since the British Indians were generally
considered cantankerous and rebellious. Although the behavior of these
immigrants was criticized, most planters agreed that large-scale agriculture
in Suriname could not survive without indentured labor. However, in-
creasing nationalism and an anti-emigration movement in India gave rise
to the fear that Suriname would be deprived of new increments to its
labor force if emigration were abolished. In 1917 indentured emigration
from India was indeed halted. However, by that time the planters already
had tapped a new source of labor: the Dutch East Indies. Since the 1880s
the estate-owners increasingly supported immigration from Java. From
1890 to 1940 a total of 32,956 Javanese came to Suriname. After World
War I it became obvious that contract labor was on its last legs. Around
1930 the governments in both the Netherlands and Suriname steered the
course away from immigration on behalf of the plantations and more
in the direction of immigration of free laborers and colonization. Immi-
gration now took place under civil law with a modified penal sanction.
These migrants had signed contracts with the Suriname government and
were put to work on the plantations. The three-year agreement could be
broken unilaterally by the employee if he wished to establish himself as
a free laborer. The district commissioner (DC) had to judge if the immigrant
was 'ready' to settle independently. The introduction of the Javanese added
a unique ethnic and cultural element to the already richly-chequered
population structure of the Caribbean.

CONTROL

Unlike slave owners, the planters did not legally own the indentured
laborers. However, their control over the contractants was much more
extensive than over free workers. The first and most obvious way of
dominating the indentured workers was through the labor contract itself.
More subtle means of control included the isolation of workers on
plantations through a pass system. Only with the approval of the director,
who had to issue the pass, could a worker leave the plantation. When
a dispute arose between management and workers, and the latter exercised
their right to complain at the office of the DC, the management usually
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4 ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

would not give out more than three passes at a time, thus preventing
a mass exodus from the estate. In addition, the planters used non-
institutionalized forms of control, such as psychological intimidation or
preferential treatment in attempts to prevent the growth of worker
solidarity. The planters, moreover, attempted to divide the labor force
by emphasizing ethnic and occupational differences. Some people were
chosen from the ranks of the laborers to control their compatriots, yet
they could also easily be degraded back to their former lowly positions
if their performance was not satisfactory.

The law forced the indentured laborer to place his labor power at the
unqualified disposal of his employer at specified times. The contract placed
the worker under stringent social and disciplinary control. The so-called
penal sanction made neglect of duty or refusal to work punishable by
jail sentences. This allowed the planters to impose their ideas of work
discipline. After emancipation the right 'formally' to sentence or punish
a laborer was transferred from the employer to the state, whose role changed
in the wake of abolition.2 The Agent General (AG) was to supervise and
control the contract laborers. In the districts the DCs were the executive
officers in charge of administration and routine supervision. Before judicial
proceedings took place a state official had to hold a preliminary inquiry.
In case of breach of contract the DC first had to investigate the accusation
and to sanction the charge before it could be taken to court.

In the district of Beneden-Commewijne, court was held at Marienburg
as often as was necessary. One of the rooms of the school served as court
room. The DC, a clerk and an itinerant judge were seated behind a fence,
while two benches were reserved for witnesses and audience. Most of the
time the witnesses were planters, overseers, and drivers. Justice was
dispensed in the 'European' way, adhering to European values and enforcing
the rules of the owners. Native customs and traditions of the immigrants
were frequently ignored. An additional disadvantage for the indentureds
were the language difficulties because interpreters were often not reliable.
Moreover, the antiquated penal legislation posed jurisdictional problems.
The last major changes in Surinamese law were made in 1869, although
the Dutch legislation had been modernized since then. The older legislation
dictated minimum penalties which often were considered excessively harsh
(also McNeill and Lai 1915: 157). As a result the magistrates frequently
advanced extenuating circumstances to lower the penalties. The planters
did not approve of this method since it lowered the prestige of both the
law and the judge. Plantation authorities often complained about the light
sentences and urged a return to the corporal punishment of the slave era
(SSM 4 Marienburg 3-10-1891, no. 241; ARA, NHM, BB 1148-9185, 1917).
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CONTROL AND RESISTANCE:INDENTURED LABOR IN SURINAME 5

However, the government in the Netherlands upheld the independent power
of the courts and strongly opposed such measures.

Convicts were usually sentenced to hard labor or were allowed to choose
between a fine and hard labor. Immediately after the sentence was passed
the culprits were taken to jail. The planters claimed that the indentureds
enjoyed their time in prison as 'a vacation to recuperate from arduous
labor'.3 Another sore point was the quality of the prison wardens. According
to the planters the guards were more afraid of the prisoners than vice
versa. The wardens were even accused of being freres et compagnons with
the convicts, who supposedly liked jail so much that they often did not
seize opportunities to escape. Break-outs, however, did occur, also at
Marienburg. The doubts of the planters concerning the ability of the wardens
also applied to the police, who were accused of disturbing the peace.4

The management prefered to rely on the arms bought for supervisory
personnel and a sort of internal plantation guard. In light of the 'communist
danger' and leftist political agitation in the 1930s the NHM strengthened
its internal security system and requested that a larger permanent police
force be stationed at Marienburg.

For the year 1898 data are available about justice meted out at
Marienburg.5 A total of 742 persons were convicted, while 64 were acquitted.
The most common offences were: unwillingness to work (47%), laziness
(18%), assaulting another person (9%), theft (6%), and desertion (5%).
Other punishments were meted out for drunkenness, cursing, and murder
threats.6 At Marienburg in 1898 the punishments for assault varied from
a minimum of one day hard labor or a fifty cents fine to four months
hard labor. More than half of this group of offenders received three to
seven days. Of course, heavier punishments were meted out when the victim
was gravely wounded. Theft was punished with at least two days or a
one-guilder fine. The highest penalty given was six months hard labor.
Almost three-fourths of the convicts were sentenced to two weeks or more
hard labor.

Marienburg had a bad reputation with regard to criminality. Poverty
accounted for many offences against property and theft of crops. Yet,
for the ten-year period 1898-1908, the newspaper mentioned only twenty-
two cases of theft at Marienburg. Most victims belonged to the same social
class as the criminals (Onze West 1898-1908). Theft, then, should in the
cases recorded here probably not be considered as an act of resistance.

The most obvious form of illegal absence was desertion. In 1898 penalties
ranged from three days to three months hard labor. The majority of the
deserters were sentenced to two weeks or less. According to the colonial
reports a total of 227 British Indians fled the plantations in the period
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6 ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

1882-1916 (Koloniaal Verslag 1883-1917). In 1908 it was rumored in the
capital Paramaribo that many indentureds abandoned the plantations. As
will be shown below, this wave coincided with wage disputes and strikes
on many plantations. The Governor requested figures on the exact number
of deserters. Marienburg and Zoelen reported 18 and 17 respectively, which
was considered an improvement over previous years. The management
claimed that the rumors were unfounded for the laborers had been treated
correctly. Running-away was considered a characteristic trait of contrac-
tants who preferred stealing to working.7 However, newspaper reports
suggest that the stories about deserters were largely true. When the police
started a razzia to round up runaways, several deserters were caught in
a camp in the woods near Marienburg. The fugitives had planted corn
and stolen chickens to support themselves. Other deserted 'maroon camps'
were set on fire. The police authorities assumed, however, that most
deserters did not live from stealing but worked on government settlements
where they were hired by smallholders.8 In 1933 the Marienburg books
showed a total of 354 deserters (SSM 28 Marienburg 4-10-1933, no. 398).
However, in this period of economic crisis desertion was almost welcomed
by the management and fugitives were no longer pursued.

In 1919 the Immigration Office sent an official complaint to the NHM:
the company was acting too rashly and as a consequence too many
complaints against contractants had to be withdrawn. For example, in
that year 15 percent of the complaints against Javanese men and 32 percent
of the ones against East Indian women were withdrawn. Marienburg was
the only plantation in the district where complaints had to be withdrawn
at all. Moreover, in comparison with other sugar plantations the number
of complaints was highest at Marienburg.9 This suggests then that the
Marienburg staff was harsher than elsewhere and tried to intimidate the
contractants more.

For the years 1915-1930 data are available about the percentages of
Marienburg contract laborers who absented themselves to see authorities,
underwent punishment, or stayed away without permission. Since this
period is at the end of British Indian contract labor at Marienburg, the
data about Hindustani absences are not too meaningful. An average of
2.9 percent of Javanese men were imprisoned, while 0.6 percent of the
East Indian women were jailed. On averages less than a half percent of
Javanese men and women were away to meet officials. As far as illegal
absences are concerned, the percentages greatly fluctuate: for Javanese
men from 1.1 to 11.4 with a yearly average of 7.1 percent. Female absences
ranged from 1.3 to 6.9, with an average of 3.7 percent. Thus Javanese
male contract laborers were considerably more absent than their female
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CONTROL AND RESISTANCE:INDENTURED LABOR IN SURINAME 7

compatriots. Many planters complained about the simulation of illnesses
by their workers. Of course, it is impossible to figure out how many patients
were really sick and how many feigned an illness.

Under the labor laws for indentured immigrants, workers could be
penalized for laziness or neglect of duty. For Suriname as a whole, the
percentage of Hindustani convicted under the labor laws ranged from about
11 to 20 percent during 1885-1923, with an average of 15 percent. For
Javanese contract laborers, the percentages of labor convictions averages
at 16 percent, with a range of 10 to 21 percent.10 Thus, compared to the
Hindustani, a higher percentage of Javanese was convicted. The British
government officials McNeill and Chimmam Lai mention as well that the
percentage of complaints against Javanese indentureds always has been
higher, also because of their Dutch nationality (1915: 27). At Marienburg
in 1898 penalties for neglect of duty varied from two days or one guilder
fine to six weeks. In one-third of the cases the sentence was eight days
hard labor. Laziness was punished with a minimum of two days or one
guilder fine and a maximum of six days. In almost all cases the penalty
was two or three days hard labor or the commensurate fine.

The indentured worker did have the right to take his employer to court
when he thought that he was treated unfairly. It is doubtful, however,
if the courts were objective in dealing with complaints of laborers against
management, and willing to prosecute offending planters. Employers could
not be sentenced to jail and were only fined when they were found guilty.
.McNeill and Chimmam Lai wrote that in 1910 'complaints against
employers of excessive tasks rose very considerably. It seems clear that
employers on the verge of bankruptcy had for a short time pressed their
labourers unduly...' (1915: 157). As will be seen below, the years 1908
to 1910 were filled with protest against low wages and large tasks. In
Suriname as a whole the percentage of contract laborers that officially
complained about their employers dropped during the time of indenture.
In 1886 and 1887 2.2 percent of the Hindustani contractants took their
employers to court, but by 1918 this had levelled off to almost nil. This
seems to be true also for Javanese indentureds {Koloniaal Verslag relevant
years). It is unfortunately not possible to compare the percentages of
Hindustani and Javanese complaints for a significant number of years
in order to see if both groups were 'officially' dissatisfied in the same
years or if this varied.
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8 ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

ACTIVE RESISTANCE

Active resistance ranged from individual acts of violence to sporadic
outbreaks of mass rebellion on the estate. Lone acts of resistance included
arson, sabotage, destruction of crops and/or fields, and physical attacks
on supervisory personnel. According to Sandew Hira, arson, a classic form
of protest during slavery, occurred several times during the first years
of indentured immigration (Hira 1983: 196). The only time arson was
mentioned at Marienburg was in 1899, when a Hindustani set part of
the cane field on fire. Several hectares were lost and the railway was damaged
because the sleepers were burnt. Other forms of sabotage included ob-
structing the train, as Hindustani women did by laying a chain on the
track in 1897, or the destruction of canefields."

The Javanese anthropologist Parsudi Suparlan notes that the Javanese
contractants in particular sometimes protested by assaulting their superiors,
but most often did not do anything at all and resorted to mutung (sulking)
(Suparlan 1976: 133). Such personal attacks were directed against iden-
tifiable members of the plantation hierarchy, primarily overseers and
drivers. These supervisors were most closely in contact with the laborers.
The workers despised them and frequently accused them of thievery,
physical violence and blackmail (Hoefte 1987: chapter 7; Rodney 1981:
157). Reports of attempted murders on personnel of all races appeared
rather frequently. At Marienburg six such attacks were recorded, and thrice
the victim lost his life. In 1905 the Javanese mandur (driver) Kodo was
killed by three compatriots. One of the attackers recently had been fired
as watchman, for which he blamed Kodo. In 1924 the overseer Del Prado
was wounded by a Javanese and a year later his colleague Van der Pijl
died as a result of grievous bodily harm inflicted by an East Indian. In
1929 the British Indian Mula assaulted the Dutch engineer Saeys while
in 1935 another engineer, Mansanto, was wounded in an attack by a
seventeen-year old British Indian.12 The most spectacular attack occurred
in 1902, and will be described below.

Although some of these incidents led to loss of lives, they were minor
compared to the difficulties the Marienburg management sometimes faced.
In the period under study the plantation experienced mass unrest at least
six times, in 1884,1891,1902,1908,1925 and 1932. Sometimes the rebellious
spirit manifested itself only at Marienburg as in 1925, while at other times
more estates were threatened by violent protests. Minor incidents could
assume serious proportions due to the overreaction of plantation directors
and police, thus provoking clashes with the workers who rallied behind
their leaders. In the thirty-year period from the beginning of British Indian
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CONTROL AND RESISTANCE:INDENTURED LABOR IN SURINAME 9

immigration to 1902, fifteen major rebellions broke out in Suriname (Hira
1983: 196-215). Nine of these occurred at sugar plantations, where most
workers were concentrated and labor was most arduous. The revolts at
Marienburg and Zoelen illuminate the relationship between workers,
management, and the state. The most massive outbreak of violence took
place at Marienburg in 1902. It was the last major violent clash between
plantation laborers and state authorities until the 1930s when general labor
protests again stirred grave unrest.

In 1884 trouble for the first time arose at Zoelen. The workers demanded
higher wages and the director could not settle the matter. He then called
in the DC, who ordered the laborers back to work. Thereupon the workers
attacked and wounded the DC, his secretary, and the director. The DC
was escorted by unarmed policemen who took to flight as soon as the
British Indians started their assault. Order was restored after the military,
called in from Fort Nieuw Amsterdam, arrested nineteen rebels.13

Unrest at the plantations Zoelen and Geertruidenberg broke out during
the Tadja celebrations in 1891. The most popular festival of the British
Indian moslems was Muharram Tadja to commemorate Hassan and
Hossein. The highpoint was the procession in which groups competed with
each other for the most beautiful tadja, a temple constructed from paper
and bamboo which was later thrown into the river. In 1891 several different
groups from the plantations Geertruidenberg, Marienburg and Zoelen
fought over the right of way during the procession. Calm was soon restored
but the arrival of the authorities stirred things up again. What started
as a fight between contract laborers ended in resistance to state authorities.
In a letter to the Governor, NHM director Van der Geijt accused the
DC and the Attorney General of misgovernment and the murder of innocent
people. The Attorney General appeared in the company of twenty soldiers
at Geertruidenberg. He apparently wanted to solve the affair the very
same day at an extraordinary court session at Marienburg. The first mistake
was to take the Geertruidenberg people to Zoelen to confront the two
hostile parties. The second fault was to have six armed policemen take
the defendants to court. The latter, of course, believed that they were
being arrested. This display of power was absolutely unnecessary, since
there had been no resistance against the state. According to the official
version, the passive resistance of the other Hindustani soon ceased and
objects were thrown at the Attorney General. He decided to free the
prisoners, but this did not satisfy the workers. Shots were fired and four
men were killed. Yet, according to Findlay, acting director of Zoelen and
an eye-witness, the sequence of events was different. The police used their
rifle butts to drive back the workers, who then started throwing lumps
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10 ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE

of clay. Only after the shooting were the prisoners freed.14 The feelings
of dismay and alarm were further strengthened when it was rumored that
the government was planning to send a warship to Zoelen. Many contract
laborers who feared the worst took their families and escaped into the
surrounding forest. Only when the director guaranteed their safety were
they willing to return to Zoelen.

In the following months many planters suffered from unrest among the
indentureds. The director of Jagtlust was killed and other threats of murder
were common. A British Indian at Zoelen, convicted for desertion, so
threatened the English consul in front of the DC, and the directors of
Marienburg and Zoelen (SSM 4 Marienburg 3-10-1891, no. 214). As a
result, the management at Marienburg decided to arm the overseers with
revolvers. About thirty plantation directors and managers sent a delegation
to the Governor to request the death sentence for the murderer of the
Jagtlust director, and the institution of corporal punishment. The Governor
gave the order to quickly dispatch criminal cases but for the rest told
the planters that they had overreacted to the situation. That was easy
for the Governor to say, as he was safe in Paramaribo, but at the plantations
the situation seemed threatening indeed. In a short time at least four murders
took place (SSM 4 Marienburg 23-11-1891, no. 218). The planters feared
the worst and the police force in the districts was strengthened. The expected
outburst of mass violence did not take place, but the planters had used
the real or imaginary danger to strengthen white supremacy.

Eleven years later, however, Suriname was shocked by the bloodiest
revolt of contract laborers in its history. Violent riots at the sugar plantations
Alliance and Marienburg took place within a few weeks. In 1902 after
the director of Alliance had left temporarily for Europe, his substitute
lowered wages. This action caused unrest among the workers and on
Saturday June 28 they struck. One hundred British Indians and thirty-
seven Javanese left without permission to see the DC of Frederiksdorp.
Alliance fell under the jurisdiction of the DC of Ephrata, but apparently
the protesters mistrusted and bypassed him. At Frederiksdorp the workers
complained about the excessive work load, the low wages, and the tyrannical
Hindustani overseer Abdoolah. The DC advised them to return to Alliance
and resume labor, which the protesters promised to do, and as an act
of faith even agreed to turn in their axes to the DC.

When the men returned to Alliance at 11 a.m. they met the DC of
Ephrata, accompanied by an interpreter and two policemen, who were
to start an investigation. The leading rebel was arrested which caused the
other laborers to become unruly. When the prisoner was not freed, the
workers started throwing stones and bottles. The DC ordered the police
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to fire six revolver shots and to release the prisoner. The DC tried to
flee but was soon found by the enraged contractants. He and the rest
of his group were all wounded by the protesters. The DC of Ephrata
was happy to leave the plantation alive and only with the arrival of his
colleague from Frederiksdorp at 4 p.m. did some semblance of peace return
to the estate. Later that evening the Attorney General and Agent General
arrived with a detachment of army and police, but the DC convinced
them not to provoke the indentureds and to spend the night at a neighboring
plantation. An investigation by the Attorney General and the DC of
Frederiksdorp during the next two days indicted one Javanese and sixteen
British Indians; each was sentenced to six months hard labor. Yet, the
strike had some success as the temporary director was replaced and wages
were raised.15

Three weeks later the workers at Marienburg rose in revolt.16 According
to the official colonial report it was again a wage question that had started
the troubles. All attempts by the Agent General and the DC of Beneden-
Commewijne to raise the daily payments had been futile. Later the
authorities discovered that the unsatisfactory wage situation was aggravated
by other problems such as the preferential treatment given to some
immigrant families, bad choices of overseers, and insufficient control over
the drivers.

The explosion took place on July 27, when a gang of cane cutters refused
to perform their tasks because they considered their pay inadequate. Their
overseer informed director Mavor of the problems and wage demands.
Mavor agreed, by messenger, to pay a bit extra per bank, but this proposal
was rejected. The laborers decided to talk to Mavor himself and marched
in orderly fashion to his office. Mavor agreed to come to the fields himself.
Three hours later he came out on horseback to inspect the work.17 He
promised another small raise, which again was rejected. The workers
requested to see the DC and three of them were granted a pass to leave
the estate. When Mavor began to leave the field some Hindustani started
to throw cane and to follow him. The accompanying overseers were also
attacked. Mavor jumped on his horse and speeded away, followed by his
overseers in a train and two hundred raging indentureds shouting 'mara!
mara!' (hit, hit). Mavor arrived at his office, called for help, and left for
the sugar mill. The other director, Welle, took his horse to request police
assistance from the station at nearby Belwaarde. The steadily growing
mass of people cut the phone poles and attacked the office and plantation
shop. Discovering that Mavor was hiding in the factory, they invaded
that building, destroying everything in their way and killing the director.

Again the DC of Frederiksdorp, the Attorney General, Agent General,
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thirty policemen, and army personnel (126 men) arrived, to find peace
largely restored. Several British Indians and one Javanese were arrested
as the main agitators. A great number of indentureds armed with tools
gathered in front of the bridge connecting office and factory, calling for
the release of the arrested. A lieutenant and ten soldiers were ordered
to keep the masses off the bridge, which seemed an impossible task. Five
times the crowd was ordered to disperse. This only provoked booing and
mounting pressure on the military. The Attorney General gave permission
to fire, resulting in the death of seventeen British Indians and thirty-nine
wounded, seven of whom later died.18 The volley dispersed the crowd and
on the 31st work was resumed. The body of Mavor and the wounded
protesters were transported simultaneously to Paramaribo. The strange
procession attracted much attention; the spectators shouted things like
'beasts, villains, bloodhounds, murderers' (Library SSM 81/44 II).

The trial of the twenty-one Hindustani and one Javanese accused of
the premeditated murder of Mavor lasted four days. Five interpreters were
necessary-Hindu, French, Surinamese, Chinese, and Javanese- and nineteen
witnesses were heard. All twenty-two defendants denied the charge. The
accused incriminated each other and agreed only about the arrival of Mavor
and the reason for the murder: money. Most witnesses agreed that wages
indeed had been low during the last few years. Administrative director
Welle stated that Mavor knew that something was brewing among the
indentureds. Welle claimed not to know if wages indeed had been lowered,
since such things belonged to Mavor's authority. Only the overseer involved
stated that wages had not been reduced. Mavor had offered more to the
protesting cane cutters because of the heaviness of the cane.19 It was
impossible to single out the chief offenders and the accusation of pre-
meditated murder could not be upheld. Thirteen men were acquitted and
eight Hindustani were sentenced to twelve years hard labor (Onze West
8-11-1902, no. 323).

The violent incident at Marienburg had some after-effect in the colony
itself and in the Netherlands where it led to questions in the Second Chamber
of the Dutch Parliament. Colonial Minister Idenburg again stated bluntly
that the abuses by the managements at Alliance and Marienburg had led
to the revolts (SG 1902-1903 33e verg, 24-12-1902). The testimony of official
sources - the colonial report and the ministerial answers - proved a
remarkable admission of maltreatment on some estates. The NHM,
however, attributed the revolt to other causes. In a reference to the official
documents, the NHM report denied that the violence of the indentureds
was caused by the 'supposed' cutback in wages. The NHM version of
the uprising stated that everybody who had experienced the revolt could
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CONTROL AND RESISTANCE:INDENTURED LABOR IN SURINAME 13

testify that the malcontents vented their rage at everyone in the plantation
hierarchy. Mavor only became the victim because he had had the courage
to meet the agitators, relying on his great authority among the workers.20

According to the NHM the proof that the revolt was not caused by the
cutback in wages came later when some jobs were paid better and the
mood among the immigrants did not improve at all. The unrest was blamed
on some ill-disposed British Indians who had come from Demerara. The
management planned to prevent future violence by purchasing twenty-
five guns and requesting the colonial administration to station a police
detachment at Marienburg. According to the directors, the colonial
government rejected the request because it mistakenly believed that the
wage issue was the root of all evil. Instead of sending police, the government
appointed a commision to consider whether the wage and task system
needed change (ARA, NHM T 1133-9185, 1902).

These incidents demonstrate that strikes frequently got out of hand,
resulting in confrontations between workers on the one side and plantation
management, army, and police on the other. An exception to this rule
was the labor unrest that started in May 1908. At Marienburg about seventy
British Indians complained to the DC about their wages and especially
the behavior of their superiors. The overseers forced the workers to finish
excessively large tasks. The Hindustani demanded that two supervisors
be fired. According to the indentureds, the DC did not show enough interest
in their case and ninety men crossed the river to Paramaribo to complain
to the Agent General. The next day the AG and three government experts
visited Marienburg to hear the grievances and inspect the work routine.
The commission disagreed with the workers. However, the AG ordered
the DC to hold an inquiry about the functioning of the supervisors and
the spirit among the indentureds. An 'independent' person was to visit
and inspect the estate on any given day. Although the management was
pleased by the outcome of the wage dispute, it protested the latter
arrangement as undermining the authority of the personnel for it expected
the British Indians to air numerous complaints (SSM 7 Marienburg 16-
5-1908, no. 504).

A protest at Zoelen, where the diggers demanded more money, followed
this strike. The DC sent them back to work, but the NHM asked the
AG for stronger measures to prevent such walk-outs (SSM 7 Marienburg
3-6-1908, no. 505). Unrest dominated the month of June. Again a group
of Hindustani left the plantation to complain to the AG and the English
consul. The AG deported three leaders to the western district of Nickerie
(SSM 7 Marienburg 1-7-1908, no. 506). Even this more drastic measure
did not stop the protests and the AG proposed a new task and wage
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system, which most planters ignored. This only increased the unrest among
the indentureds. At the same time, the Marienburg management was
unhappy with the actions of the Immigration Department and a conflict
ensued. The result was that the authorities acted more severely. A strike
in October led to the arrest of thirty Hindustani who had gone to the
DC without permission.21 The NHM agents contentedly reported that
'convicted coolies are severely punished, which makes us hope that the
British Indians slowly will return to their proper place. Probably due to
the rebellious atmosphere among the Indians in their homelands we noticed
that the coolies of the last transport do not have the respect for authority
which earlier immigrants possessed' (ARA, NHM U 1139-9185, 1908).
Another eighty British Indians from Zoelen were convicted for willful
absence and sedition. They had also gone without a pass to see the state
authorities to complain about their wages. The widespread unrest of 1908,
strikes and a wave of desertions, was blamed mainly on the rising wages
on the banana plantations, which encouraged the sugar workers to demand
a raise as well (SSM 7 Marienburg 27-7-1908, no. 508). Already in 1907
warnings had been given about discontent among British Indians at
Marienburg in particular. The AG told the agents that unrest might secretly
be brewing, even though the supervisors insisted that everything was all
right (SSM 7 Marienburg 24-2-1908, no. 499). Afterward the planters
attributed the restlessness to the fact that the Hindustani were encouraged
by the assistance they received from the AG. This official was accused
of being biased and not interested in finding out the truth. Furthermore,
the situation in India was thought to make new indentured immigrants
unruly and these newcomers incited the oldhands to mutiny. In contrast,
Walter Rodney came to the conclusion that planters in British Guiana
preferred new Indian immigrants because they were thought to be more
compliant than more seasoned laborers. 'Whenever recent arrivals par-
ticipated in a strike or riot, the administration deliberately played down
their involvement by attributing it to inexperience. Conversely, immigrants
of longer standing were accused of misleading their newly arrived coun-
trymen' (Rodney 1981: 155).

Marienburg was once more the scene of violence and unrest in 1925.
Of this rebellion an eye-witness account by a police officer exists. The
trouble started when the British Indian policeman Dilmahomed and his
brother Sarafaz tried to stop some Javanese from smuggling food into
the hospital. Sarafaz fired a warning shot which hit a Javanese. A large
group of East Indians wanted revenge and roamed the estate armed with
bottles, axes, and sticks. They destroyed the house of Dilmahomed, who
was not home at the time as police officer Dames had warned him in
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time. The police could not calm the crowd and Dames fired two shots
which injured two people. Thereupon, infuriated Javanese severely wounded
the police officer. Meanwhile the DC, AG, and a detachment of army
and police had arrived at Marienburg, and shots were again fired. The
AG finally managed to quiet the Javanese down. About ten people were
arrested and the next day the laborers struck in vain to demand the release
of the prisoners. The soldiers stayed another ten days and the police force
was expanded by four men, who were stationed near the hospital (SSM
21 Marienburg 6-6-1925, no. 104). Police officer Dames was, of course,
a key witness when six Javanese stood trial. Dames declared that he had
thought it strange that he had not received any assistance, even though
the residences of the directors were located about 150 meters away. The
even nearer houses of the overseers were closed and dark. Dames claimed
that already several times the situation at the plantation had been tense
and that personnel had been threatened repeatedly. The police officer
therefore concluded that probably all overseers had been killed {Suriname
18-8-1925, no. 66). Even if exaggerated, such a statement expresses great
fear about unrest among the workers, which could so easily erupt and
have fatal consequences (see also Rodney 1981: 157).

In the 1930s political activity took wing in Suriname. The Great
Depression, resulting in misery and vast unemployment, triggered active
political protest. The dramatic high point took place in January and
February 1933. On January 31 the Creole activist against imperialism and
colonialism Anton de Kom was arrested. This sparked a week of riots
in the capital which left two people dead and some thirty wounded. These
events in Paramaribo are sufficiently known, but what happened on the
plantations is less well known.

After the arrest of De Kom on January 31, the plantation authorities
noticed that something was brewing among the workers, which expressed
itself in remarkable silence during work, reluctance to answer questions
and general rudeness and recalcitrance.22 The supporters of De Kom wanted
to free him on February 7 and during the previous night many Javanese
left several plantations to go to Paramaribo. Free and contract laborers
at Marienburg left without notice, thus paralyzing the plantation. After
their departure, the staff at Marienburg lived in great fear since one laborer
apparently had said that if the Javanese came to power no white man
would stay alive. Some employees gathered in the home of the accountant
where rifles and munitions were stored. Yet, in the kampongs (housing
subdivisions) everything remained quiet. On February 7, work was halted
at the plantation. Three people from Marienburg were wounded in
Paramaribo and it turned out that the inhabitants from Zoelen never even
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reached town because the ferry had stopped working. The Javanese
generally were indignant about the passive behavior of the British Indians,
whom they accused of desertion by not going to the capital.

A month after the February events the situation at Marienburg had
returned to normal, according to director Manschot. He now thought that
the employees had been overly afraid, which he blamed on the lack of
reliable intelligence. 'The information provided by domestics, servants,
mandurs, and mistresses is not trustworthy.' They were often not 100 percent
kampong inhabitants anymore and were thus partially coopted by the
Europeans. Occasionally some Javanese might also deliberately have given
false information (SSM 26 Marienburg 7-3-1933, no. 339). On balance,
the popular protests of the early 1930s were important, yet they never
profoundly threatened the stability of the established order.

All these incidents, and the rebellion of 1902 in particular, highlight
several features of plantation society. First, despite repeated government
reports that cited the wage issue as the source of the problems, the
management refused to accept this explanation.23 Rather, the directors
accused the Immigration officials of not acting severely enough against
lazy and work-shy coolies. As in slave times, the planters rejected the
notion that their management caused rebelliousness. As during slavery,
outside forces such as 'malevolent coolies from Demerara' were blamed
(Craton 1982: 241). The planters wished to have their cake and eat it
too: they did not want government interference in wage disputes, but longed
for stronger government action to enforce the labor laws that kept the
indentureds under strict control.

Second, the rebellions were almost always isolated incidents. An outbreak
on one plantation generally did not spark simultaneous uprisings on other
estates. This in itself is testimony to the enormous power that the plantation
system exerted on the colony. Yet, the planters perceived every sign of
unrest as a major threat, for they did not know whom to trust anymore.
As a result, they almost always overreacted with heavy-handed responses.
The stereotype 'docile' to describe the contract laborer changed to 'violent'
and 'murderous'. This was a logical outcome when peaceful protest was
met first by the authoritarian attitudes of the planters and later by state
authoritarianism in the form of the police and army, which put the workers'
backs against the wall. The use of bullets was justified as self-defense in
the face of mutiny (see also Rodney 1981: 157-158). On the other hand,
the sporadic nature of violent uprisings also illustrates that the revolts
were mostly spontaneous, non-political, and unorganized. A specific
incident sufficed to trigger them. Most protests lacked leadership; collective
action made it difficult for the authorities to single out scapegoats who
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could be blamed for the unrest. Yet, in most cases one or more leaders
were identified, arrested and brought to 'justice'. The response by mana-
gement and state probably not only had its effect on the laborers at the
'unruly' estate but also on other plantation populations. The harsher the
authorities reacted, the more frightened people would be to protest their
conditions (Rodney 1981: 159). This might explain the period of relative
calm after resistance and reaction had peaked in 1902.

CONCLUSION

Following emancipation the planters retained crucial features of the work
discipline that had existed during slavery. The slaves were replaced by
indentured immigrants who were controlled through a strict labor contract.
Now the planters relied on the courts to maintain discipline. The white
minority attempted to increase the division among their subordinates by
encouraging labor competition between free and contract laborers; em-
phasizing racial and religious differences; and employing psychological
tactics such as preferential treatment, co-optation, and racial stereotyping.
As a result, the dual burden of indentureship and division among themselves
retarded the organization of plantation workers. The financial dependency
on the estates was compounded by other material relations such as
plantation housing and garden plots. Thus, to use Rodney's words,
'accomodation was a necessary aspect of survival within a system in which
power was so comprehensively monopolised by the planter class' (1981:
151). To be sure, some laborers put up a fight against the planters but
in general it was hard to distinguish between those contractants who defied
and those who complied. Indentured laborers protested planter domination
through individual actions such as refusal to work, feigned illness, arson,
desertion, destruction, and murder. Most thefts, however, can be categorized
under non-political 'criminal behavior'. Most often the victims were socially
equal to the perpetrators; only occasionally was property of the plantation
stolen.

Collective action often took the form of violent uprisings. Such massive
rebellions, however, should be called 'conflicts' rather than 'struggles', since
they did not challenge the system of exploitation. Most of the revolts were
unplanned and had short-range goals, such as immediate amelioration of
material conditions or a thirst for vengeance directed more at specific
people than at the plantation society in general. Hugh Tinker seems to
blame the indentureds for their 'shortsightedness for they thought only
in terms of immediate objectives... They protested because the management
tried to take away an existing portion of their agreed conditions'.24
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The frequency of prosecution under the penal sanction, rather than
sporadic violent upheavals, demonstrates more clearly the spirit of dis-
satisfaction and unrest (Rodney 1981: 152). The constantly high number
of cases involving breach of contract before the courts is the best proof
of persistent protest and contradicts the myth of the 'docile coolie'. The
courts served simultaneously as instruments to maintain planter control,
protect the indentureds against excessive exploitation, and to promote
'civilized', i.e. western, behavior.

Contract laborers differed from slaves in that they entered, supposedly
voluntarily, into a time-specific contract. There was light at the end of
the tunnel for the indentured immigrant, and this might explain his
preference for acts of non-cooperation over massive rebellions, which could
jeopardize both his future freedom and life.

NOTES

1. I would like to thank Cheryll Cody, Jane Landers, Jim Amelang and Gert Oostindie
for their valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper.

2. According to some scholars the planters themselves still punished workers by flogging
them, thus bypassing the legal system (Van Wengen 1972: 15). Personnel employed at
Marienburg was officially prohibited to assault workers, except in self-defense. According
to the NHM this rule was violated repeatedly (SSM 62 Amsterdam 4-8-1933, no. 291). Of
course, it is impossible to know how extensive the use of corporal punishment was, since
such illegal actions were not recorded. Contemporaries also criticized the court system itself.
In 1870-1871 a commission of inquiry in British Guiana revealed that the courts were 'too
ready to take the word of a complaining manager against that of his employee. There was
too great a readiness to ignore laws which managers found inconvenient, and too much
reluctance to prosecute offending managers. Estate drivers could and did tyranize over the
labourers. Facilities for complaining to the Agent General were inadequate, especially on
remote estates'. (Laurence 1971: 52-53). The result of this inquiry was a complete overhaul
of the immigration law in 1873. Yet, Lord Sanderson still condemned the 'excessive recourse
to the courts... (as) the one great defect in the indenture system; and deliberate steps should
be taken to reduce the incidence of prosecution for absence, desertion, and refusal to work'.
(Sanderson Committee 1910: 13-14). A few years later James McNeill and Chimmam Lai
reported that the 'reliance on the courts to maintain discipline seems to have grown into
a habit of mind with the majority of managers, who should rely on their own tact and
skill in managing labour' (1915: 18-21).

3. SSM 26 Marienburg 11-7-1932; see also SSM 7 Marienburg 18-2-1909, no. 520; SSM
7 Marienburg 15-6-1911 aan Commissie Financieel-Economische Toestand Suriname; and
the Surinamese newspaper Onze West 18-9-1912, no. 1369.

4. SSM 6 Marienburg 24-9-1906, no. 891. During that period the police also received
slashing critiques in the press.
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5. Missing are the second half of January, August, first half of September, first half of
October and first half of November. The data are published in Onze West.

6. Twenty years later, resistance expressed in words, threats and gestures was no longer
punished by jail sentences (SSM 8 Marienburg 3-7-1917, no. 650).

7. SSM 7 Marienburg 24-2-1908, no. 499. In 1906 the number of desertions by Javanese
was called alarming (SSM 6 verslag 1906). Newspapers reported in 1904 already that many
runaways, especially from Marienburg and Zoelen, visited Paramaribo (Onze West 3-8-1904,
no. 503; see also Tinker 1974: 196).

8. Onze West 4-1-1908, no. 859; 11-1-1908, no. 861; 25- 1-1908, no. 865; and 1-2-1908,
867. Some of the maroon camps were said to be large enough to house thirty people. The
Marienburg documents do not mention these camps nor any fugitives working on government
settlements.

9. Plantation
Rust en Werk
Alliance
Waterloo/Hazard
Marienburg/Zoelen

average n. Jav. wrks.
278
293
258

1408

n.compl.
3

34
51

589

%
1.1

11.6
19.8
41.8

Source: SSM 14 Paramaribo 14-8-1919, Westra aan NHM.

10. Koloniale Verslagen relevant years. Tinker (1974: 194) gives the following data for other
sugar colonies in 1907-1908: British Guiana 20%; Trinidad 16%; Jamaica 8%; Fiji 20%;
Mauritius 3%.

11. The fire is not mentioned in the Marienburg records, but reported in Onze West 18-
11-1899, no. 15. The women, while found guilty, were not punished, see SSM 5 brief aan
de gouverneur van Suriname, no date, probably July/August 1897. The destruction of the
cane field is mentioned in ARA, NHM U 1139- 9185, 1908.

12. SSM 6 Marienburg 22-10-1905, no. 863; SSM 21 Marienburg 9-9-1924 no. 78; and
the newspaper Suriname 16-2-1925, no. 102. The assailant of Del Prado was sentenced to
three years (SSM 19 Marienburg 4-11-1925, no. 849). On Saeys' case see SSM 23 Marienburg
29-11-1929, no. 987. The offender of Monsanto got one month (SSM 28 Marienburg 28-
1-1935, no. 532 and 27-2-1935, no. 540).

13. SSM 3 Paramaribo 18-9-1884, no. 26. See also Hira 1983: 204-205 and Koloniaal Verslag
1885. In the same month a similar wage dispute led to a major conflict at plantation Zorg
en Hoop. Again the DC and the military were called in. Nevertheless, worker resistance
remained fierce and the soldiers were ordered to fire. The tragic result was that seven Hindustani
were shot to death (SSM 3 Paramaribo 27-9-1884, no. 29. Also Hira 1983: 205-206 and
Koloniaal Verslag 1885).

14. SSM 4 Marienburg 26-8-1891, no. 212 AH Van der Geyt to Amsterdam. This opinion
was also orally communicated to the Governor, thus not in the official letter. The English
Consul also accused the Attorney General of murder.
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15. This description relies upon the government version of the events as published in Koloniaal
Verslag 1902, bijlage M. The NHM correspondence over these years is missing and the reports
to the shareholders do not give a detailed account of the disturbances.

16. See footnote 15. There exist extensive newspaper reports on the court sessions in Onze
West 12-10-1902, no. 318 and 25-10-1902, no. 319.

17. According to Donald Wood (1968: 116), on a sugar estate a horse symbolized the
higher ranks in the plantation hierarchy.

18. According to an article in the Surinamese newspaper De Ware tijd (1-6-1984) by R.
Djwalapersad, the victims were buried in a mass grave between two layers of quicklime.
Leo Ferrier also mentions that the dead were buried in such a grave after they had been
displayed to the public as a deterrent (SSM 81/44 II). The Koloniaal Verslag and NHM
reports do not mention a mass grave. The site of the supposed grave is unknown.

19. One problem, however, was that the earnings were determined after measuring the
cane. Thus the wages were not known to the cutters beforehand (Onze West 25-10-1902,
no. 319).

20. The popularity of Mavor among the workers is disputed. Tinker (1974: 228) claims
that he took Hindustani women at his will, but gives no source for this allegation.

21. In both cases the convicts were sentenced to four to six months hard labor (SSM 7
Marienburg 17-10-1908, no. 513; 12-1-1909, no. 517; 27-1-1909, no. 518; and 8-2-1909, no.
519).

22. Compare to the conditions under slavery in the U.S. 'Serious were the perceived signs
of a different spirit among blacks.. .a glum stare, a brusque reply to a question, a reluctant
move - such gestures in face-to-face encounter raised instant worries' (Wyatt-Brown 1982:
409).

23. K.O. Laurence (1971: 55) states that 'the authorities in the British West Indies regularly
denied that the level of wages was a cause of dispute; but the frequency of this denial is
in itself suspicious'...

24. Tinker 1974: 226. See also Brereton (1979: 179) and compare to slavery in eighteenth-
century Virginia: 'The most violent reactions to slavery were small, unorganized uprisings.'
The explanation for revolts was a familiar one, 'Treated with too much lenity the slaves
become insolent and unruly' (Mullin 1972: 59). Mullin also emphasizes that the goals of
the protests were short range, such as a better diet, less work or to get even with a superior.
Eugene Genovese (1979: 3) states too that 'many slave revolts began as more or less spontaneous
acts of desperation against extreme severity, hunger, sudden withdrawal of privileges, or
other local or immediate conditions'.
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